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Distance Metric Learning via Iterated
Support Vector Machines
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Yuchi Huang, Deyu Meng, and Lei Zhang, Senior Member, IEEE
Abstract— Distance metric learning aims to learn from the
given training data a valid distance metric, with which the
similarity between data samples can be more effectively evaluated
for classification. Metric learning is often formulated as a convex
or nonconvex optimization problem, while most existing methods
are based on customized optimizers and become inefficient for
large scale problems. In this paper, we formulate metric learning
as a kernel classification problem with the positive semi-definite
constraint, and solve it by iterated training of support vector
machines (SVMs). The new formulation is easy to implement
and efficient in training with the off-the-shelf SVM solvers.
Two novel metric learning models, namely positive-semidefinite
constrained metric learning (PCML) and nonnegative-coefficient
constrained metric learning (NCML), are developed. Both PCML
and NCML can guarantee the global optimality of their solutions. Experiments are conducted on general classification, face
verification, and person re-identification to evaluate our methods.
Compared with the state-of-the-art approaches, our methods can
achieve comparable classification accuracy and are efficient in
training.
Index Terms— Metric learning, support vector machine, kernel
method, Lagrange duality, alternating minimization.

I. I NTRODUCTION

D

ISTANCE metric learning aims to train a valid distance
metric which can enlarge the distances between samples
of different classes while reducing the distances between
samples of the same class [1]. Metric learning is closely related
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to other learning problems, including k-Nearest Neighbor
(k-NN) classification [2] and clustering [3], and has also
been widely applied in many image classification tasks, e.g.,
face recognition [4] and person re-identification [5], [6]. One
popular metric learning approach is Mahalanobis distance
metric learning, which is to learn a linear transformation
matrix L or a matrix M = LT L from the training data. Given
two samples xi and x j , their Mahalanobis distance is defined
as:
2 

 
T 

d 2 xi , x j = L(xi −x j ) = xi −x j M xi −x j . (1)
M

2

To satisfy the nonnegative property of a distance metric,
M should be positive semidefinite (PSD). According
to which one of M and L is learned, Mahalanobis
distance metric learning methods can be grouped into
two categories. Methods that learn L, including neighborhood
components analysis (NCA) [7], large margin components
analysis (LMCA) [8] and neighborhood repulsed metric
learning (NRML) [9], are mostly formulated as nonconvex
optimization problems, which are solved by gradient
descent optimizers. Taking the PSD constraint into account,
methods that learn M, including large margin nearest
neighbor (LMNN) [10] and maximally collapsing metric
learning (MCML) [11], are mostly formulated as convex
semidefinite programming (SDP), which can be optimized by
standard SDP solvers [10], projected gradient [3], Boostinglike [12], or Frank-Wolfe [13] algorithms. Davis et al. [14]
proposed an information-theoretic metric learning (ITML)
model with an iterative Bregman projection algorithm to
avoid the projections onto the PSD cone. Besides, the use of
online solvers has been discussed in [5] and [15]–[17].
On the other hand, the Mahalanobis distance in (1) can be
equivalently written as:




2
xi , x j = tr MT (xi − x j )(xi − x j )T
dM


= M, Xi j ,
(2)
T
where M is a PSD
 matrix, Xi j = (xi − x j )(xi − x j ) ,
T
A, B = tr A B is defined as the Frobenius inner product
of two matrices A and B, and tr(•) stands for the matrix trace
operator. By defining the following kernel function
 



K xi , x j , (xk , xl ) = Xi j , Xkl
2

T
= xi − x j (xk − xl ) , (3)

we can cast the Mahalanobis distance in (2) as a kernel
classifier. For convenience, we rewrite K xi , x j , (xk , xl )
as K i j kl in the following sections.
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As kernel methods [18], [19] have been widely studied in
many learning tasks, e.g., semi-supervised learning, multiple
instance learning, multitask learning, etc. Kernel learning
methods, such as support vector machine (SVM), exhibit good
generalization performance. There are many open resources on
kernel classification methods, and a variety of toolboxes and
libraries have been released [20]–[24]. It is thus important
to investigate the connections between metric learning and
kernel classification and explore how to utilize the kernel
classification resources in the research and development of
new metric learning methods. Wang et al. [25] made an
attempt on developing a kernel classification framework for
metric learning. However, in their heuristic two-step greedy
scheme, the PSD constraint is ignored in the first step, and
then they simply project the learned matrix onto the PSD cone
to obtain the final valid distance metric.
In this paper, we propose a novel formulation of metric
learning by casting it as a kernel classification problem with
PSD constraint, which allows us to effectively and efficiently
learn valid distance metrics by iterated training of SVM.
The off-the-shelf SVM solvers such as LibSVM [20] can be
employed to solve the metric learning problem. Specifically,
we propose two novel methods to bridge metric learning
with the well-developed SVM techniques, and they are
easy to implement. First, we propose a Positive-semidefinite
Constrained Metric Learning (PCML) model, which can be
solved via iterating between PSD projection and dual SVM
learning. Second, by re-parameterizing the matrix M, we
propose a Nonnegative-coefficient Constrained Metric Learning (NCML) model, which can be solved by iterated learning
of two SVMs. Both PCML and NCML have globally optimal
solutions. Compared with [25], our PCML and NCML provide
principled schemes to exploit SVM solver for metric learning
with guarantee on global optimum. The main abbreviations
used in this paper are summarized in Table I. Our experiments
on general classification, face verification and person
re-identification tasks clearly demonstrate the effectiveness of
our methods. The contribution of this work is three-fold:
1) Two models, i.e., PCML and NCML, are proposed
by formulating metric learning as kernel classification
problem with PSD constraint. Both PCML and NCML
models are convex, and can guarantee the PSD property
of the learned distance metric.
2) An optimization algorithm is developed for solving
PCML by iterating between SVM training and PSD
projection. It has the computational complexity of O(d 3 )
per iteration w.r.t the feature dimension d, and can
converge to global optimum.
3) An optimization algorithms is developed for NCML
by iterating between the training of two SVMs. It has
the computational complexity of O(d) per iteration
w.r.t d, and can guarantee the global optimality of the
solution.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Compared with nonconvex metric learning models [7], [8],
convex formulation of metric learning [2], [3], [11]–[13] has
drawn increasing attentions due to its desired properties such

TABLE I
S UMMARY OF M AIN A BBREVIATIONS

as global optimality. Most convex models can be formulated as
SDP or quadratic SDP problems. Standard SDP solvers, however, are inefficient for metric learning, especially when the
size of training samples is big or the feature dimension is high.
Therefore, customized optimizer is developed for each specific
metric learning model. For LMNN, Weinberger and Saul [31]
developed an efficient solver based on sub-gradient descent
and active set. In ITML, Davis et al. [14] suggested an
iterative Bregman projection algorithm. Iterative projected
gradient descent method [3], [32] has been widely employed
for metric learning but it requires an eigenvalue decomposition
in each iteration. Other algorithms such as block-coordinate
descent [33], smooth optimization [34], and Frank-Wolfe [13]
have also been studied for metric learning. Unlike the customized algorithms, we formulate metric learning as a kernel
classification problem with PSD constraint and solve it using
the off-the-shelf SVM solvers, which can guarantee the global
optimality and the PSD property of the learned M, and is easy
to implement and efficient in training.
Another line of work aims to develop metric learning
algorithms by solving the Lagrange dual problems.
Shen et al. derived the Lagrange dual of the exponential loss
based metric learning model, and proposed a boosting-like
approach, namely BoostMetric [12], [35]. MetricBoost [36]
and FrobMetric [37], [38] were further proposed to improve
BoostMetric. Liu and Vemuri incorporated two regularization
terms in the duality for robust metric learning [39].
Note that BoostMetric [12], [35], MetricBoost [36], and
FrobMetric [37] are proposed for metric learning with triplet
constraints, whereas in many applications such as verification,
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only pairwise constraints are available in the training
stage.
Studies have also given to connect SVM with metric
learning [40]–[42]. Using SVM, Nguyen and Guo [40] formulated metric learning as a quadratic SDP, and adopted a
projected gradient descent algorithm. They select the farthest
neighbors for each sample to construct similar pairs, while we
select the nearest neighbors in PCML and NCML. Moreover,
the formulations and optimizers of our models are different
from the model in [40]. Brunner et al. [41] proposed a
pairwise SVM to learn a dissimilarity function. Their metric
learning pairwise kernel is similar to that used in our models, but the PSD property is not considered in their model.
Do et al. [42] analyzed the relation of LMNN and SVM,
where LMNN is interpreted as the joint learning of multiple
local SVM-like models. By studying SVM from a metric
learning perspective, they presented an improved SVM for
single sample classification. Different with [42], we explain
metric learning as a SVM for sample pair classification with
the PSD constraint, and propose two novel metric learning
methods, i.e., PCML and NCML, together with optimization
algorithms.
Besides, deep learning has been exploited for nonlinear
metric learning. Based on the max-margin loss, Hu et al. [27]
suggested a discriminative deep metric learning (DDML)
method, and achieved state-of-the-art performance for face
verification in the wild. Hoffer and Ailon [43] trained deep
convolutional network (CNN) with the triplet loss for learning
deep feature representation. Unlike these methods, we study
Mahalanobis distance metric learning from a kernel classification perspective, and can guarantee to obtain the global optimal
solutions. For person re-identification, subspace learning can
also be an alternative of metric learning and recently has
achieved the state-of-the-art performance [30], [44].

Fig. 1.
pairs.

Schematic illustration of the constraints of similar and dissimilar

the PCML model can be formulated as:
1
min M2F + C
ξi j
i, j
M,b,ξ 2



s.t. h i j M, Xi j − b ≥ 1 − ξi j , ξi j ≥ 0, ∀i, j
M  0,

(5)

where ξi j denotes the slack variables, and  F denotes the
Frobenius norm.
The PCML model is convex and can be solved by standard
SDP solvers. However, the high complexity of general-purpose
interior-point SDP solver makes it only suitable for small-scale
problems. In order to improve the efficiency, we first analyze
the Lagrange duality of the PCML model, and then propose an
algorithm to iterate between SVM training and PSD projection
to learn the distance metric.
By introducing the Lagrange multipliers λ and PSD
matrix Y, the Lagrange dual of the problem in (5) can be
written as:
2
1


λi j h i j Xi j + Y +
λi j
max − 
i, j
i, j
λ,Y
2
F
s.t.

i, j

λi j h i j = 0, 0 ≤ λi j ≤ C, ∀i, j, Y  0.

(6)

Please refer to Appendix A for the detailed derivation of
the dual problem. Based on the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT)
conditions, the matrix M can be obtained by

III. P OSITIVE -S EMIDEFINITE C ONSTRAINED
M ETRIC L EARNING (PCML)
In this section, we formulate metric learning as a convex
SDP, and propose the PCML model. We then develop a
learning algorithm by alternatively iterating between SVM
training and PSD projection, and discuss the convergence of
PCML.

and the distance threshold b can be obtained by (43) in
Appendix A. The strong duality allows us to first solve the
dual problem in (6) and obtain the matrix M by (7).

A. PCML and Its Dual Problem

B. Alternating Optimization Algorithm

Denote by { (xi , yi )| i = 1, 2, . . . , N } a training set, where
xi ∈ Rd is the i th training
and yi is the class

 sample,
label of xi . Let S = { xi , x j : xi and x j have
the


sameclass label } be the set of similar pairs, D = { xi , x j :
xi and x j have differentclass labels} be the set of dissimilar
pairs, and b is the distance threshold. We hope the Mahalanobis distance of a similar pair should be lower than b − 1,
and that of a dissimilar pair should be higher than b + 1
(see Fig. 1).
By introducing an indicator variable h i j ,
hi j =

1,
if (xi ,x j ) ∈ D
−1, if (xi ,x j ) ∈ S,

(4)

M=

i, j

λi j h i j Xi j + Y,

(7)

To solve the dual problem efficiently, we propose an optimization approach by updating λ and Y alternatively. Given Y,
we introduce a new variable η with ηi j = 1 − h i j Xi j , Y =

T 

1 − h i j xi − x j Y xi − x j . With the kernel function in (3),
the subproblem on λ can be formulated as the following QP
problem:
max −
λ

s.t.

1
2
i, j

i, j,k,l

λi j λkl h i j h kl K i j kl +

i, j

λi j h i j = 0, 0 ≤ λi j ≤ C, ∀i, j.

ηi j λi j
(8)

This subproblem on λ is a kernel-based classification
problem, and can be efficiently solved by using the existing
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Algorithm 1 Algorithm of PCML

Fig. 2. Duality gap vs. number of iterations on the PenDigits database for
PCML.


2
(n)
(n)
− = + − (n) . Thus, M(n)  F can be computed by




T
 (n) 2
M  = tr M(n) M(n)
F


T
T
(n)
(n)
= tr U(n) − U(n) U(n) − U(n)




T
(n)2
(n)2
. (12)
= tr U(n) − U(n) = tr −
SVM solvers [20]. Given λ, the subproblem on Y can be
formulated as the projection onto the convex cone of PSD
matrices:
min
Y

Y − Y0 2F , s.t. Y  0,

C. Optimality Condition
Our algorithms can be treated as an implementation of
generalized block coordinate descent (GBCD) [45] with two
blocks. In our algorithms, the optimal solution to each subproblem is obtained. As stated in [45], when the objective
function is strongly convex, GBCD can converge to the global
optimal solution. Therefore, the proposed algorithm can reach
the global optimum of the problems in (5) and (6).
Moreover, the optimality condition of our algorithm can be
checked by the duality gap in each iteration, which is defined
as the difference between the primal and dual objective values:
2
1


(n)
(n)
(n)
ξ −
λ
DualGapPCML = M(n)  + C
i, j i j
i, j i j
F
2
2
1


+ 
λ(n)
h i j Xi j + Y(n)  , (10)
i
j
i, j
2
F
where M(n) , ξ (n) , λ(n) , and Y(n) are feasible primal and dual
(n)
variables, and DualGapPCML is the duality gap in the nth
iteration. According to (7), we can derive that
i, j

(n)
λ(n)
= Y(n) − Y0(n) .
i j h i j Xi j + Y
(n)

i, j

i, j

(13)

(9)

where Y0 = − i, j λi j h i j Xi j . Through the eigendecomposition of Y0 , i.e., Y0 = UUT and  is the diagonal
matrix of eigenvalues, the solution to (9) can be expressed as
Y = U+ UT , where + = max (, 0). Finally, the PCML
algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 1.

M(n) =

Substituting (11) and (12) into (10), the duality gap of PCML
can be obtained as follows


(n)
(n)
(n) 2
=
C
ξ
−
λ
+
tr

.
DualGap(n)
−
PCML
ij
ij

T

(11)

As shown in Sec. III.B, Y0 = U(n) (n) U(n) , Y(n) =
T
T
(n)
(n)
U(n) + U(n) , and hence M(n) = U(n) − U(n) , where

Based on the KKT conditions of the PCML dual problem
(n)
in (6), ξi j can be obtained by
(n)

ξi j =
b(n)

0,





∀λ(n)
ij < C


(n)

(n)

1−h i j M(n) , Xi j −b
, ∀λi j = C
+


(n)
= M(n) , Xi j − 1/h i j , ∀0 < λi j < C.

(14)
(15)

Please refer to Appendix A for the detailed derivation of
(n)
ξi j and b(n) . The duality gap is always nonnegative and
approaches to zero when the primal problem is convex. Thus,
it can be used as the termination condition of the algorithm.
Fig. 2 plots the curve of duality gap versus the number of
iterations on the PenDigits database by PCML. The duality gap
approaches to zero in less than 20 iterations and our algorithm
will reach the global optimum [46, Ch. 5]. In Algorithm 1,
we adopt the following termination condition:
(t )

(1)

DualGapPCML < ε · DualGapPCML ,

(16)

where ε is a small constant and we set ε = 0.01.
D. Remarks
1) Construction of Pairwise Constraints: Based on the
training set, N 2 pairwise constraints can be introduced in
total. However, in practice we only need to choose a subset
of pairwise constraints to reduce the computational cost.
For each sample, we find its k nearest neighbors with the
same label to construct similar pairs and its k nearest neighbors
with different labels to construct dissimilar pairs. Thus, we
only need 2k N pairwise constraints, and we can reduce the
scale of pairwise constraints from O N 2 to O (k N). Since k
is usually small (i.e., 1∼3), the computational cost of metric
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learning is much reduced. Similar strategy for constructing
pairwise or triplet constraints can be found in [2] and [47].
2) Computational Complexity: We use the LibSVM library
for SVM training. The computational complexity of SMOtype algorithms [48] is O(k 2 N 2 d). For PSD projection, the
complexity of conventional SVD algorithms is O(d 3 ).

By introducing the Lagrange multipliers η and β, and the
kernel function in (3), the Lagrange dual of the primal problem
in (18) can be formulated as:


1
βi j h i j + ηi j (βkl h kl + ηkl ) K i j kl
max −
η,β
2
i, j,k,l

+
IV. N ONNEGATIVE -C OEFFICIENT C ONSTRAINED
M ETRIC L EARNING (NCML)

ηkl K i j kl ≥ 0, 0 ≤ βi j ≤ C, ∀i, j

s.t.

In PCML, the computational complexity of the PSD projection is O(d 3 ), which limits the training efficiency for
data with high dimension. Therefore, we propose a NCML
model, in which we re-parameterize the matrix M as the
linear combination of a series of rank-1 matrices, and let the
coefficients to be nonnegative to guarantee the PSD property
of the matrix M. NCML does not need any PSD projection in
training and has low computational complexity w.r.t. d.
Given a set of rank-1 PSD matrices Mt = mt mtT
(t = 1, · · · , T ), a linear combination of Mt is defined as
M = t αt Mt , where αt is the scalar coefficient. One can
easily prove the following theorem.
Theorem 1: If the scalar coefficient αt ≥ 0, ∀t, the matrix
M = t αt Mt is PSD, where Mt = mt mtT is a rank-1 PSD
matrix.
Proof: Denote by u ∈ Rd a random vector. Based on the
expression of M, we have:


αt mt mtT u
uT Mu = uT
t

2
=
αt uT mt mtT u =
αt uT mt .
t

βi j
i, j

t


2
Since uT mt ≥ 0 and αt ≥ 0, ∀t, we have uT Mu ≥ 0.
Therefore, M is a PSD matrix.

k,l

βi j h i j = 0.

(19)

i, j

Please refer to Appendix B for the detailed derivation of the
dual problem. Based on the KKT conditions, the coefficient αi j
can be obtained by:
αi j = βi j h i j + ηi j .

Thus, we can first solve the above dual problem, and then
obtain the matrix M by
M=

i, j

(βi j h i j + ηi j )Xi j ,

B. Optimization Algorithm
There are two groups of variables, η and β, in problem (19).
We adopt an alternating minimization approach to solve them.
First, given η, the variables βi j can be obtained by:
max −
β

1
2

βi j βkl h i j h kl K i j kl +
i, j,k,l

Motivated by Theorem 1, we impose the PSD constraint
by re-parameterizing the distance metric M, and develop a
nonnegative-coefficient constrained metric learning (NCML)
method to learn the PSD matrix M. Given the training data S
and D,
PSD matrix Xi j can be constructed for each

 a rank-1
pair xi , x j . By assuming that the learned matrix should be
the linear combination of Xi j with the nonnegative coefficient
constraint, the NCML model is formulated as:
1
M2F + C
ξi j
i, j
2



s.t. h i j M, Xi j − b ≥ 1 − ξi j , αi j ≥ 0, ξi j ≥ 0, ∀i, j

min

M,b,α,ξ

αi j Xi j .

By substituting M with
as:
1
min
α,b,ξ 2
s.t. h i j



i, j
k,l

(17)
i, j

αi j Xi j , we reformulate NCML

αi j αkl K i j kl + C

αkl K i j kl − b ≥ 1 − ξi j

αi j ≥ 0, ξi j ≥ 0, ∀i, j.

βi j h i j = 0,

(22)




where δ is the variable with δi j = 1 − h i j kl ηkl Xi j , Xkl .
Clearly, the subproblem on β is similar to the dual of SVM,
and it can be solved by LibSVM [20].
Given β, the subproblem on η can be formulated as follows:
min
η

1
2

i, j

ξi j

(18)

i, j

k,l

ηi j ηkl K i j kl +

i, j

ηi j γi j

ηi j K i j kl ≥ 0, ∀i, j,
(23)


where γi j = kl βkl h kl Xi j , Xkl . To simplify the subproblem
on η, we derive its Lagrange dual based on the KKT condition:
s.t.

k,l

ηi j = μi j − h i j βi j , ∀i, j,

(24)

where μ is the Lagrange dual multiplier. The Lagrange dual
problem of (23) is formulated as follows:
1
μi j μkl K i j kl +
i, j
k,l
μ
2
s.t. μi j ≥ 0, ∀i, j.
max −

k,l

δ i j βi j
i, j

i, j

A. NCML and Its Dual Problem

i, j

(21)

and the distance threshold b can be obtained by (55) in
Appendix B.

s.t. 0 ≤ βi j ≤ C, ∀i, j,

M=

(20)

i, j

γ i j μi j
(25)

Please refer to Appendix C for the detailed derivation. Clearly,
problem (25) is more simple and can be efficiently solved by
the SVM solvers.
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Algorithm 2 Algorithm of NCML

Fig. 3. Duality gap vs. number of iterations on the PenDigits database for
NCML.
(n)

(n)

As shown in (26), αi j and μi j should be equal. We substitute (28) into (27) as follows:
(n)

(n)
ξ
i, j i j

DualGapNCML = C
After obtaining μ and β, the solution of α in problem (18)
can be obtained by
αi j = μi j , ∀i, j.

(26)

We then have M =
i j αi j Xi j . The NCML algorithm is
summarized in Algorithm 2.

Our NCML training algorithm can reach global optimum.
From (18) and (19), the duality gap in the nth iteration is
(n)
DualGapNCML
1
(n) (n)
=
αi j αkl K i j kl
2
i, j,k,l

+

1
2

(n)

(n)

ξi(n)
j ,

+C
i, j

(n)

(n)

(n)

and μi j are the optimal solutions to the

primal subproblem on η in (23) and its dual problem in (25),
respectively, the duality gap of subproblem on η is zero, i.e.,
1
2

(n) (n)

(n) (n)

ηi j ηkl K i j kl +
i, j,k,l

−
i, j

ηi j γi j +
i, j

1
(n) (n)
γ i j μi j +
2

(n)
ξi j

1
2

(n) (n)

μi j μkl K i j kl
i, j,k,l

(n) (n)

βi j βkl h i j h kl K i j kl = 0.

(28)

i, j,k,l

⎧
⎨0

= 
⎩ 1 − hi j

k,l

(n)

αkl K i j kl − b (n)

μi j γ i j .

(n)
α K i j kl − 1/h i j
k,l kl
(n)
(n+1)
γi j − δi j
/h i j for all

(n)

0 < βi j < C.

(31)

(n)

Please refer to Appendix B for the derivation of ξi j and b(n) .
Fig. 3 plots the curve of duality gap versus the number of
iterations on PenDigits by NCML. The duality gap is nearly
zero within 10∼15 iterations, and NCML reaches the global
optimum. In the implementation of Algorithm 2, we adopt
the following termination condition:
(1)

(32)

where ε is a small constant and we set ε = 0.01.
(27)

problem, and DualGapNCML is the duality gap in the nth
iteration. As

b(n) =

(t )

problem, βi j and ηi j are the feasible solutions to the dual
(n)
ηi j

i, j

DualGapNCML < ε · DualGapNCML ,

(n)
where αi(n)
j and ξi j are the feasible solutions to the primal
(n)

(n) (n)

βi j +

Based on the KKT conditions of the NCML dual problem
(n)
in (19), ξi j can be obtained by (30), as shown at the bottom
of this page, where [z] = max (z, 0) and b(n) can be obtained
by

(n)

(βi j h i j + ηi j )(βkl h kl + ηkl )K i j kl

i, j,k,l
βi(n)
j
i, j

−

(n)

(n)

i, j

(29)

=

C. Optimality Condition

−

D. Remarks
1) Computational Complexity: We use the same strategy as that in PCML to construct the pairwise constraints.
In each iteration, NCML calls for the SVM solver twice
while PCML calls for it only once. When the SMO-type
algorithm [48] is adopted for SVM training, the computational complexity of NCML is O k 2 N 2 d . One extra
advantage of NCML lies in its lower computational cost
with
 which involves the computation of
 respect to d,
K (xi , x j ), (xk , xl ) and the construction of matrix M. Since



2
K (xi , x j ), (xk , xl ) = (xi − x j )T (xk − xl ) , the cost of
kernel computation is O (d). The cost of constructing the
matrix M is less than O k Nd 2 , and this operation is required
only once after obtaining β and μ.
(n)

for all βi j < C




+



(n+1)
(n)
= δi j
− h i j γi j − b (n)

(n)

+

for all βi j = C.

(30)
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TABLE II

2) Difference With Doublet-SVM [25]: Our PCML and
NCML are related but distinctly different with doubletSVM [25]. Like doublet-SVM, our PCML and NCML
also cast metric learning as kernel classification problems.
However, in doublet-SVM, M is first learned by ignoring the
PSD constraint to exploit SVM solver and then projected onto
the PSD cone. Thus, doublet-SVM is only a heuristic method
and cannot obtain the global solution. In contrast, our PCML
iterates between SVM training and PSD projection to learn M,
and our NCML iterates between two SVMs to learn M.
They provide a principled scheme to exploit SVM solver
for metric learning. As analyzed in Sec. III.C and IV.C, our
algorithms can ensure the global optimality of M. Moreover,
by initializing Y with 0, doublet-SVM actually is a special
case of PCML with one iteration.

T HE UCI D ATABASES U SED IN O UR E XPERIMENTS

V. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
We evaluate our PCML and NCML methods for k-NN
classification (k = 1) on general classification, face verification, and person re-identification. We compare PCML
and NCML with the baseline Euclidean distance metric and
8 state-of-the-art metric learning models, including NCA [7],
ITML [14], MCML [11], LDML [4], LMNN [2], PLML [26],
DML-eig [13] and Doublet-SVM [25]. On each database, if
the partition of training set and test set is not defined, we
evaluate the performance of each method by 10-fold crossvalidation, and the classification error rate and training time
are obtained by averaging over 10 runs of 10-fold crossvalidation (CV). PCML and NCML are implemented using the
LibSVM1 toolbox, and our codes are online available.2 The
source codes of NCA,3 ITML,4 MCML,5 LDML,6 LMNN,7
PLML,8 and DML-eig9 are online available, and we tune their
parameters to get the best results.
A. Evaluation on General Classification Tasks
We use 9 databases from the UCI Machine Learning Repository [49] and 4 handwritten digit databases to evaluate our
methods. Table II and Table IV provides a summary of these
databases. On the Satellite, SPECTF Heart, Letter, MNIST,
PenDigits, and USPS databases, the training set and test set
are defined. On the other databases, we use 10-fold CV to
evaluate the metric learning models, and the classification error
rate and training time are obtained by averaging over 10 runs
of 10-fold cross-validation. As the dimensions of images in the
MNIST, Semeion and USPS databases are relatively high, we
use principal component analysis (PCA) to reduce the feature
dimension to 100, and train the metrics in the PCA subspace.
1 http://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/~cjlin/libsvm/
2 https://github.com/csfwang/ISVM
3 http://www.cs.berkeley.edu/~fowlkes/software/nca/
4 http://www.cs.utexas.edu/~pjain/itml/
5 http://homepage.tudelft.nl/19j49/Matlab_Toolbox_for_Dimensionality_
Reduction.html
6 http://lear.inrialpes.fr/people/guillaumin/code.php
7 http://www.cse.wustl.edu/~kilian/code/code.html
8 http://cui.unige.ch/~wangjun/
9 http://empslocal.ex.ac.uk/people/staff/yy267/software.html

Fig. 4.

Classification error rate (%) versus C. (a) PCML; (b) NCML.

Our PCML and NCML involve only one hyper-parameter,
i.e., the regularization parameter C. We simply adopt the crossvalidation strategy to select C by investigating the influence of
C on the classification error rate. Fig. 4 shows the curves of
classification error rate versus C for PCML and NCML on the
SPECTF Heart database. The curves on other databases are
similar. We can observe that when C < 1, the classification
error rates of PCML and NCML will be low and stable.
When C is higher than 1, the classification error rates jump
dramatically. Thus, we set C < 1 in our experiments.
We compare the classification error rates of the competing
methods in Tables III and V. On Cardiotocography, Segmentation, PenDigits and Semeion, PCML achieves the lowest error
rates. On Segmentation, SPECTF Heart and PenDigits, NCML
achieves the lowest error rates. According to [50], the average
rank can provide a fair comparison of classification methods.
Therefore, we provide the average ranks of competing methods
in the last rows of Tables III and V. We do not report the error
rate and training time of MCML on MNIST because MCML
requires too large memory space (more than 30 GB) on this
database and cannot run in our PC. From Tables III and V,
PCML and NCML achieve the first and third best average
ranks on the UCI databases, and achieve the best average
ranks on the handwritten digit databases, demonstrating their
effectiveness for general classification tasks.
We compare the training time of competing methods in
Figs. 5 and 6. All the experiments are run in a PC with 4 Intel
Core i5-2410 CPUs (2.30 GHz) and 16GB RAM. Clearly,
doublet-SVM [25] and the proposed PCML and NCML are
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TABLE III
C LASSIFICATION E RROR R ATE (%) ON THE UCI D ATABASES

TABLE IV
T HE H ANDWRITTEN D IGIT D ATABASES U SED IN THE E XPERIMENTS

Fig. 7.

Fig. 5.
Training time (s) of NCA, ITML, MCML, LDML, LMNN,
DML-eig, PLML, Doublet-SVM, PCML and NCML. From 1 to 9, the Database ID represents Breast Tissue, Cardiotocography, ILPD, Letter, Parkinsons,
Satellite, Segmentation, Sonar and SPECTF Heart.

Fig. 6.
Training time (s) of NCA, ITML, MCML, LDML, LMNN,
DML-eig, PLML, Doublet-SVM, PCML and NCML. From 1 to 4, the
Database ID represents MNIST, PenDigits, Semeion and USPS.

the fastest in most cases. Although DML-eig is faster than
PCML on Letter, its classification error rate on this database
is much higher than PCML and NCML. On average, PCML
and NCML are 35 and 21 times faster than PLML, the fourth
fastest algorithm, respectively.
Finally, we compare the running time of PCML and NCML
under different feature dimensions d. Fig. 7 shows the training

Training time (s) vs. PCA dimension on the Semeion database.

time on Semeion with different PCA dimensions. When the
dimension is lower than 110, the training time of NCML is
longer than PCML. When the dimension is higher than 110,
the training time of PCML increases and becomes longer than
NCML. The results are consistent with the complexity analysis
given in Subsections III.D and IV.D.
1) Discussion: In this subsection, we give a brief discussion
on the training efficiency and accuracy of PCML and NCML.
1) Training efficiency: Albeit lower in terms of computational complexity, NCML requires to run the SVM
solver twice per iteration while PCML only once.
Besides, the number of iterations may also be different
for NCML and PCML. As shown in Fig. 7, when the
feature dimension is lower, PCML is more efficient in
training. As in most of our experiments, the dimensions
of training samples are relatively low, making NCML
less efficient than PCML.
2) Accuracy: From Theorem 1, the feasible domain of
NCML is a subset of that of PCML. Thus, with sufficient
training data, PCML has the opportunity to find distance
metric in a larger searching domain. But in many practical problems, the training data generally are insufficient.
Thus, the restriction of feasible domain by NCML may
serve as some kind of regularization on the solution, and
sometimes may even benefit classification performance.
B. Face Verification
We evaluate the proposed methods for face verification
using the Labeled Faces in the Wild (LFW) [51] database.
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TABLE V
C OMPARISON OF C LASSIFICATION E RROR R ATE (%) ON THE H ANDWRITTEN D IGIT D ATABASES

TABLE VI
V ERIFICATION A CCURACIES (%) AND T RAINING T IME (s) OF
C OMPETING M ETHODS ON THE LFW-F UNNELED D ATABASE

Fig. 8.

The ROC curves of different methods on the LFW database.

The face images in LFW were collected from the Internet
and demonstrate large variations of pose, illumination,
expression, etc. The database consists of 13,233 face images
from 5,749 persons. Under the image restricted setting, the
performance of a face verification method is evaluated by
10-fold CV. For each of the 10 runs, the database provides
300 positive pairs and 300 negative pairs for testing, and
5,400 image pairs for training. The verification rate and
Receiver Operator Characteristic (ROC) curve of each
method are obtained by averaging over the 10 runs.
In our experiments, we use the VGG-Face [52] feature
to evaluate the face verification methods. Since the dimension of VGG-Face feature is high (i.e., 4096), PCA is
used to reduce the feature dimension to 50. We transform
T
each feature vector x by x̃ = L−1
S x, where LS LS =
T
(xi ,x j )∈S (xi − x j )(xi − x j ) [53]. Under the restricted setting, we only know whether two images are matched or not
for the given pairs. In the training stage, we use the training
pairs to train a Mahalanobis distance metric. In the test stage,
we compare the distance of the test pair with the distance
threshold to decide whether the two images are matched or
not.
We report the ROC curves and verification accuracies
of PCML, NCML, Doublet-SVM [25], ITML [14], DMLeig [13], KISSME [5], XQDA [30], DDML [27], TSML [28]10
and LM3L [29] in Fig. 8 and Table VI. It can be seen that our
proposed PCML and NCML methods can achieve satisfactory
10 As the ROC curve of TSML [28] hasn’t been released, we haven’t reported
it in this paper.

verification accuracies which are higher or comparable to
the competing methods. The training time of PCML and
NCML are much shorter than ITML [14] and DML-eig [13],
but are longer than Doublet-SVM [25], KISSME [5] and
XQDA [30]. We note that Doublet-SVM [25] is a two-stage
method and KISSME is a one-pass optimization method. And
they cannot guarantee to obtain the global optimum of the
model. XQDA [30] is a subspace method, and its closedform solution can be obtained by eigenvalue decomposition.
In contrast, our proposed PCML and NCML methods solve a
convex SDP problem and are able to reach the global optimum.
C. Person Re-Identification
In this subsection, we evaluate the performance of our
methods for person re-identification, i.e., recognizing a person
by the pedestrian image at different locations and at different
times [54]. We use the CUHK03 [55] and CUHK01 [56]
databases to assess the performance of our methods.
1) CUHK03: CUHK03 database contains 14,096 pedestrian
images which are taken from 1,467 persons by two cameras [55]. We randomly select 1,367 persons and use their
images as the training set, and use the images from the rest
100 persons as the test set. For each person in the test set, we
randomly select the images taken by one camera as the probe
images, and use one of the images taken by another camera as
the gallery image. 20 partitions of training set and test sets are
constructed, and the reported accuracies are averaged over all
the partitions. We report the CMC curves, rank-1 accuracies
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TABLE VII
T RAINING T IME (s) ON THE CUHK03 D ATABASE
W ITH LOMO F EATURE [30]

Fig. 9. The CMC curves of different methods on the CUHK03 database with
(a) manually labeled bounding box and (b) automatically detected bounding
box.

and training time of PCML, NCML and the competing methods, i.e. ITML [14], DML-eig [13], LMNN [2], RANK [57],
LDML [4], symmetry-driven accumulation of local features
(SDALF) [58], eSDC [59], KISSME [5], XQDA [30], filter
pairing neural network (FPNN) [55], Doublet-SVM [25] and
Zhang et al. [44], on CUHK03 database with manually labeled
and detected bounding boxes on single-shot setting in Fig. 9
and Table VII. For FPNN [55], RANK [57], SDALF [58] and
eSDC [59], we use the results in their original papers. As
to the other methods, the results are obtained by using an
effective feature representation named Local Maximal Occurrence (LOMO) [30]. One can see that the rank-1 accuracies
of PCML and NCML are much higher than most of the
competing methods, comparable to XQDA [30], but lower than
Zhang et al. [44]. Note that Zhang et al. [44] learn nonlinear
discriminative null space via kernelization, while what the
other methods learned are Mahalanobis distance metric or
linear subspace. And this might explain the superiority of
Zhang et al. [44] over the other methods. Analogous to the
results on LFW, the training time of PCML and NCML are
much shorter than ITML [14], XQDA [30], Zhang et al. [44],
LDML [4] and LMNN [2], comparable to DML-eig [13], and
longer than Doublet-SVM [25] and KISSME [5].
2) CUHK01: CUHK01 database consists of 3,884 images
taken from 971 persons [56]. Each person has 4 images taken
by two cameras. The training set contains the images from
485 persons, which are randomly selected from this database.
The images from the other 486 persons construct the test set.
The reported results are based on multi-shot setting. The CMC
curves, rank-1 accuracies and training time of PCML, NCML,

Fig. 10.

The CMC curves of different methods on the CUHK01 database.
TABLE VIII
T RAINING T IME (s) ON THE CUHK01 D ATABASE
W ITH LOMO F EATURE [30]

ITML [14], DML-eig [13], Doublet-SVM [25], XQDA [30],
Zhang et al. [44] and other competing methods [2], [4], [5],
[55], [57]–[59] are reported in Fig. 10 and Table VIII, respectively. Except mFilter [60], SalMatch [61], PatMatch [61],
generic metric [56], eSDC [59], SDALF [58], and visWord [62], the results of the other methods are obtained by
using the LOMO feature [30]. We can see that the rank-1
accuracies of PCML and NCML are also higher than most of
the other methods, comparable to XQDA [30], and lower than
Zhang et al. [44]. For person re-identification, subspace methods such as XQDA [30] and Zhang et al. [44] are also very
effective and generally outperform most competing methods.
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VI. C ONCLUSION
We proposed two distance metric learning models, namely
PCML and NCML. The proposed models can guarantee
the positive semidefinite property of the learned matrix M,
and can be solved efficiently by the existing SVM solvers.
Experimental results on general classification tasks showed
that, compared with the state-of-the-art metric learning
methods, including NCA [7], ITML [14], MCML [11],
LDML [4], LMNN [2], PLML [26], DML-eig [13] and
Doublet-SVM [25], the proposed PCML and NCML methods
can not only achieve favorable classification accuracy, but also
are efficient in training. The experimental results on LFW,
CUHK01 and CUHK03 databases indicate that the proposed
methods also perform well in face verification and person
re-identification. For face verification, PCML and NCML
achieve higher or comparable accuracies to the competing
methods on the LFW database. For person re-identification,
our PCML and NCML can obtain better or comparable
accuracy to most Mahalanobis distance metric learning or
linear subspace methods, but are inferior to the kernelized
subspace method by Zhang et al. [44].
A PPENDIX A
T HE D UAL OF PCML

1
M2F + C
ξi j
i, j
2



h i j M, Xi j − b − 1 + ξi j

L (λ, κ, Y, M, b, ξ ) =

−

i, j

λi j

κi j ξi j − Y, M ,

(34)

where λi j ≥ 0, κi j ≥ 0, ∀i, j , and Y  0 are the Lagrange
multipliers. Converting the primal problem to its dual problem
needs the following KKT conditions:
∂ L (λ, κ, Y, M, b, ξ )
= 0 ⇒ M−
λi j h i j Xi j
i, j
∂M
− Y = 0,
(35)
∂ L (λ, κ, Y, M, b, ξ )
=0⇒
λi j h i j = 0,
i, j
∂b
(36)
∂ L (λ, κ, Y, M, b, ξ )
= C − λi j − κi j = 0
∂ξi j
⇒ 0 ≤ λi j ≤ C, ∀i, j,


i, j

λi j h i j = 0, 0 ≤ λi j ≤ C, ∀i, j, Y  0.

(42)

From (41) and (42), M is explicitly determined by the
training procedure, but b is not. Nevertheless, b can be found
by using the KKT condition in (37) and (40), and we can take
any training point, for which 0 < λi j < C, to compute b by


(43)
b = M, Xi j − 1/h i j , for all 0 < λi j < C.
After b is computed, we can compute ξi j by
0, for all λi j < C



1 − h i j M, Xi j − b

ξi j =

+

, for all λi j = C,
(44)

where [z]+ = max (z, 0) denotes the hinge loss.
A PPENDIX B
T HE D UAL OF NCML

min

α,b,ξ

1
2



i, j

s.t. h i j

k,l

αi j αkl K i j kl + C

αkl K i j kl − b ≥ 1 − ξi j
k,l

i, j

ξi j

ξi j ≥ 0, αi j ≥ 0, ∀i, j.

(45)

Its Lagrangian can be defined as:

Its Lagrangian is:

i, j

s.t.

The original problem of NCML is as follows:

The original problem of PCML is formulated as
1
ξi j
min M2F + C
i, j
M,b,ξ 2



s.t. h i j M, Xi j − b ≥ 1 − ξi j , ξi j ≥ 0, ∀i, j
M  0.
(33)

−

Substituting (35)∼(37) back into the Lagrangian, we get the
Lagrange dual problem of PCML:
2
1


λi j h i j Xi j + Y +
λi j
max − 
i, j
i, j
λ,Y
2
F





h i j M, Xi j − b − 1+ξi j ≥ 0, ξi j ≥ 0,

(37)
(38)

λi j ≥ 0, κi j ≥ 0, Y  0, (39)




λi j h i j M, Xi j − b − 1+ξi j = 0, κi j ξi j = 0.

i, j

λi j h i j Xi j + Y.

i, j

−

i, j

νi j ξi j −

i, j

σi j αi j ,

∂ L (β, σ , ν, α, b, ξ )
=0⇒
∂αi j
−

k,l

(46)

k,l

αkl K i j kl

βkl h kl K i j kl − σi j = 0, (47)

∂ L (β, σ , ν, α, b, ξ )
=0⇒
βi j h i j = 0,
i, j
∂b
∂ L (β, σ , ν, α, b, ξ )
= 0 ⇒ C − βi j − νi j = 0
∂ξi j
⇒ 0 ≤ βi j ≤ C,


αkl K i j kl − b − 1 + ξi j ≥ 0,
hi j
k,l



βi j h i j
(41)

kl

where βi j ≥ 0, σi j ≥ 0 and νi j ≥ 0, ∀i, j are the
Lagrange multipliers. Converting the original problem to its
dual problem needs the following KKT conditions:

(40)

(35) implies the following relationship:
M=

L (β, σ , ν, α, b, ξ )
1
=
αi j αkl K i j kl + C
ξi j
i, j,k,l
i, j
2

 

−
βi j h i j
αkl K i j kl − b − 1 + ξi j



(48)

(49)

ξi j ≥ 0, αi j ≥ 0, ∀i, j,

(50)

βi j ≥ 0, σi j ≥ 0, νi j ≥ 0, ∀i, j,


αkl K i j kl − b − 1 + ξi j = 0,

(51)

k,l

νi j ξi j = 0, σi j αi j = 0, ∀i, j.

(52)
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Here we introduce
a coefficient
vector
η, which
satisfies




X
.
Note
that
X
is
a
positive
σi j =
η
,
X
,
X
kl
i
j
kl
i
j
kl
k,l
definite kernel. So we can guarantee that every η corresponds
to a unique σ , and vice versa. (47) implies the following
relationship between α, β and η:
αi j = βi j h i j + ηi j , ∀i, j.

(53)

Substituting (47)∼(49) back into the Lagrangian, we get the
Lagrange dual problem of NCML as follows:


βi j h i j + ηi j (βkl h kl + ηkl ) K i j kl

1
2

max −
η,β

i, j

s.t.

βi j h i j = 0.

(54)

Analogous to PCML, we can use the KKT condition in (49)
and (52) to compute b and ξi j in
 NCML. (49) and
 (52)
 show
X
−
b
−1+
that ξi j = 0 if βi j < C, and h i j
α
,
X
ij
kl
kl kl
ξi j = 0 if βi j > 0. Thus we can simply take any training data
point, for which 0 < βi j < C, to compute b by
b=

k,l

αkl K i j kl − 1/h i j .

(55)

After obtain b, we can compute βi j by
0, ∀ βi j < C


1 − hi j
k,l αkl K i j kl − b

+

, ∀ βi j = C.

(56)

A PPENDIX C
T HE D UAL OF THE S UBPROBLEM ON η IN NCML
The subproblem on η is formulated as follows:
η

1
2

s.t.
where γi j =
L (μ, η) =

1
2
+

i, j
k,l
k,l

k,l

ηi j ηkl K i j kl +

i, j

ηi j γi j

ηkl K i j kl ≥ 0, ∀i, j,

(57)

βkl h kl K i j kl . Its Lagrangian is:
i, j
i, j

k,l

ηi j ηkl K i j kl

ηi j γi j −

i, j

μi j

k,l

ηkl K i j kl ,

(58)

where μ is the Lagrange multiplier which satisfies μi j ≥ 0,
∀i, j . Converting the original problem to its dual problem
needs the following KKT condition:
∂ L (μ, η)
=0
∂ηi j
⇒

i, j

γ i j μi j

(61)

Since β is fixed in this subproblem,
i, j
k,l
βi j βkl h i j h kl K i j kl remains constant in (61). Thus we can omit
this term and have the following simplified Lagrange dual
problem:
μ

ηkl K i j kl ≥ 0, 0 ≤ βi j ≤ C, ∀i, j

k,l

min

μ

k,l

1
μi j μkl K i j kl +
i, j
k,l
2
μi j ≥ 0, ∀i, j.

max −

βi j
i, j

ξi j =

1
μi j μkl K i j kl +
i, j
k,l
2
1
−
βi j βkl h i j h kl K i j kl
i, j
k,l
2
s.t. μi j ≥ 0, ∀i, j.
max −

i, j,k,l

+
s.t.

Substituting (59) and (60) back into the Lagrangian, we get
the following Lagrange dual problem of the subproblem on η:

ηkl K i j kl + γi j −

k,l

μkl K i j kl = 0. (59)

(59) implies the following relationship between μ, η and β:
ηi j = μi j − h i j βi j , ∀i, j.

(60)

i, j

γ i j μi j
(62)
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